Rear axle bush for wheel bearing housing

febi no. 21174
OE No. 204 352 00 27

to fit
Mercedes-Benz C Class (202, 203 and 204),
E Class (207, 211 and 212), S Class (221) and other models

>> PROBLEM:
Knocking or creaking noises can occur in the region of the rear axle when driving.

>> CAUSE:
Due to its design, the life of the rear axle bush is shortened by poor road and weather conditions. The version originally fitted (Repl. no. 201 352 00 27) has a lubrication channel in the inner plastic tray (see Fig. 1). However, this is not always sufficient to lubricate the joint evenly. The drying out that is sometimes associated with this makes the joint susceptible to wear. Mercedes-Benz has withdrawn this version from service and replaced it.

>> SOLUTION:
febi bilstein recommends using the new version of the joint febi 21174 (Repl. no. 204 352 00 27). The modified joint has several channels instead of just one (see Fig. 2). This ensures a permanent supply of grease which lengthens the joint’s lifetime.

Register now for the official febi bilstein newsletter and receive the latest technical information automatically by email!

Further information may be obtained at: www.febi.com

febi is a bilstein group brand